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(54) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IDENTIFYING FULL PARAMETERS OF ELEMENT BY FAULT 
RECORDER, AND FAULT LOCATING METHOD

(57) The invention discloses a method for identifying
full parameters of an electric element by a fault recording
data, comprising steps: inputting fault recording data re-
lated to an electric element; conducting data processing
on the fault recording data; identifying full parameters of
the element by intercepted data and a differential equa-
tion of the full parameters of the element; and outputting
an identified result. Further proposed are a system for
identifying full parameters of a power generator by fault

recording data and a method for locating a line fault point
with fault recording data. With the implementation of the
invention, a fault resistance and full parameters of an
element such as an electric line and a transformer, etc.
can be identified. The invention can obtain full parame-
ters of a fault element and also a non-fault element, and
the parameters precision would be increased from the
current 20% to less than 1%.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to an automation technology of a power grid, and in particular, to an element
parameter technology of a power system and a fault locating technology.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A lot of fault recording devices are installed in a power grid, once a fault occurs, the fault recording devices
would start and record fault data including voltage and current instantaneous values of the three-phase a, b, c and the
zero sequence, tens to hundreds of values are recorded in each cycle, and hundreds of fault occur in each province
power grid every year, thereby generating massive fault recording data.
[0003] On the other hand, as parameters error of an electric element is relatively large, it is necessary to extract
parameters from the fault recording data. However, problems due to that the fault current contains direct current (DC)
decay component, the three-phase parameters are inconsistent and the recording data is not synchronized, etc. cause
large errors of the fault recording data, the decomposed sine component and the extracted line positive or negative zero
sequence parameters, and requirements for the power grid computing or analyzing cannot be satisfied.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] One objective of the present invention is to solve the aforementioned technical problems and to exactly identify
full parameters of an electric system element such as a line, a transformer and a power generator, etc. from fault recording
data.
[0005] A method for identifying full parameters of an electric element by a fault recording data, characterized in that,
comprises the following steps:

S 1: inputting fault recording data related to an electric element;
S2: conducting data processing on the fault recording data, comprising: S21, transforming scale, S22, aligning time
scale of the recording data, and S23, intercepting data during the fault time;
S3: identifying full parameters of the element by the intercepted data and an differential equation of the full parameters
of the element; and
S4: outputting an identified result.

[0006] For a two-port element, there are inputted the sampling values and sampling times of the element left-side
three-phase voltages ua1, ub1, uc1 and a zero sequence voltage uo1, the left-side three-phase currents ia1, ib1, ic1 and a
zero sequence current io1, and the right-side three-phase voltages ua2, ub2, uc2 and a zero sequence voltage uo2, the
right-side three-phase currents ia2, ib2, ic2 and a zero sequence current io2: the left-side {ua1k, ub1k, uc1k, uo1k, ia1k, ib1k,
ic1k, io1k, t1k} and the right-side {ua2j, ub2j, uc2j, uo2j, ia2j, ib2j, ic2j, io2j, t2j}, k=1,2,...,N, j=1,2,...,M;
[0007] For a three-port element, there are inputted the sampling values and sampling times of the element first-side
three-phase voltages ua1, ub1, uc1 and a zero sequence voltage uo1, first-side three-phase currents ia1, ib1, ic1 and a
zero sequence current io1, second-side three-phase voltages ua2, ub2, uc2 and a zero sequence voltage uo2, second-
side three-phase current ia2, ib2, ic2 and a zero sequence current io2 and third-side three-phase voltages ua3, ub3, uc3
and a zero sequence voltage uo3, third-side three-phase current ia3, ib3, ic3 and a zero sequence current io3: the first-
side {ua1k, ub1k, uc1k, uo1k, ia1k, ib1k, ic1k, io1k, t1k}, the second-side {ua2j, ub2j, uc2j, uo2j, ia2j, ib2j, ic2j, io2j, t2j} and the third
side {ua3l, ub3l, uc3l, uo3l, ia3l, ib3l, ic3l, io3l, t3l} k=1,2,...,N, j=1,2,...,M, l=1,2,...,L.
[0008] Said step S21 of transforming scale comprises: multiplying the voltages of the two-side/three side recording
data to their respective PT ratio, then divided by a unified voltage base, and multiplying the currents to their respective
CT ratio, then divided by a unified current base; said step S22 of aligning time scale of the recording data comprises
taking a principle of aligning the mutation time of the two-side/three-side voltages uo1, uo2/ uo1, uo2, uo3; and said step
S23 of intercepting the data during fault time comprises: only intercepting data during the fault time period, with the data
before the fault and after removal of the fault being removed.
[0009] Steps of digital filtering S23a and re-sampling S23b can also be inserted before the step S23.
[0010] Said step of S23a comprises: determining an upper limit fcs for the sampling frequency, wherein said digital
filtering uses a low-pass filter whose cut-off frequency fc is less than fcs for filtering the high-frequency signals to avoid
frequency mixing when conducting re-sampling.
[0011] Said step of S23b comprises: conducting re-sampling on the recording data with a frequency which is less than
or equal to fcs, adopting the same re-sampling frequency for the two -side/three-side, and for the two-port element,
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outputting data: 

for the three-port element, outputting data: 

[0012] Considering that the voltage of the two-side/three-side recording data goes through a voltage transformer PT
and the current goes through a current transformer CT, the two-side/three-side PT ratio and CT ratio may be same or
different. Generally, it needs to conduct transforming of scales, multiplying the voltages to the PT ratio, multiplying the
current to the CT ratio, and unifying the two-side/three-side ratios. As the time of the two-side/three-side recording data
are often out of time synchronization, it needs further to align the time scale, and the method for aligning the time scale
is aligning the mutation times of the two-side zero sequence voltages uo1 and uo2 or aligning the mutation times of the
three-side zero sequence voltages uo1, uo2 and uo3. Finally, the fault recording data during fault time are intercepted
and outputted.
[0013] CN Application No. 201210408534 provides an upper limit and a lower limit of the sampling frequency, and in
practice, the sampling frequency of the fault recording data is often larger than the upper limit fcs of the sampling frequency,
so that the recording data needs to be re-sampled. In order to avoid frequency mixing error caused by re-sampling, it
needs to firstly conduct low-pass digital filtering for the recording data, whose cut-off frequency is far less than fcs; then
re-sampling with a frequency less than or equal to fcs, is performed, in which the two-side/three-side re-sampling frequency
are demanded to be same; and finally the recording data during fault time are intercepted and outputted.
[0014] The step S3 of identifying full parameters of the element by a differential equation of the full parameters of the
element comprises:

firstly writing out a differential equation of full parameters of the element according to the electric knowledge, and
changing it into state equations as follows: 

where X is a state variable vector, t is time, u is a control vector, y is a output vector, A is a state matrix, and B,
C and D are matrixes or vectors;
then identifying the estimated values Â, B, C, D for the matrixes A, B, C, D; and
determining a resistance matrix R, a inductance matrix L and a capacitance matrix C from Â, B, C, D according
to the relationship of A, B, C, D and the element parameters RLC for deducing the differential equation of full
parameters of the element.

[0015] The present invention further provides a system for identifying full parameters of a power generator by a fault

^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^
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recording data, comprising:

a fault recording device of a power generator, used for measuring and storing fault recording data, comprising:
conducting sampling for a power frequency period f0 of a power grid, a generator terminal three-phase voltage uabc,

a three-phase current iabc, a rotational speed ω of the power generator, a power angle δ, a exciting voltage uf and

a exciting current if for obtaining corresponding sampling values; according to  and ω0=2πf0, calculating

sampling values of a accelerated speed α of a rotor and a angular frequency ω0 of the power grid; and recording

and storing sampling times and the sampling values, wherein the fault recording begins at 2 to 10 cycles before
short circuit and stops until the fault is removed and the rotational speed of the generator is stable;
a data processing unit, used for transforming scale and conducting digital low-pass filtering on the recording data,
and then conducting re-sampling and outputting; and
a parameter identifying unit, used for identifying full parameters of the power generator and its controlling system
by a differential equation of full parameters of the power generator and its controlling system;

wherein said data processing unit and the parameter identifying unit is able to be located in the fault recording device
or on a computer.
[0016] The present invention further provides a method for locating a line fault point with a fault recording data,
comprising the following steps:

S 1: inputting fault recording data of a line;
S2: conducting data processing on the data, comprising: S21 transforming scale, S22 aligning time scale of the
recording data, S23 conducting digital low-pass filtering, S24 re-sampling, S25 intercepting the data during the fault
time;
S3: identifying a transition resistance and the ratio β of the right-side line length and the left-side line length of the
fault point with the data during the fault time and a differential equation of full parameters of the fault line;
wherein said differential equations of the full parameters are: 

where Rabc2 = β·Rabc1, Labc2 = β·Labc1, Cabc2 = β·Cabc1, Gabc2 = β·Gabc1, 
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where Rabcf is determined by the fault type, and if a is connected to the ground, rbf = ∞, rcf = ∞, raf = rf ; if b is
connected to the ground, raf = ∞, rcf = ∞, rbf = rf ; if c is connected to the ground, raf = ∞, rbf = ∞, rcf = rf ; if a and
b are both connected to the ground, raf = rf1, rbf = rf2, rcf = ∞ ; if b and c are both connected to the ground, raf =
∞, rbf = rf1, rcf = rf2; if a and c are both connected to the ground, raf = rf1, rbf = ∞, rcf = rf2 ; and

S4: outputting the transition resistances rf or rf1 and rf2 and the position of the fault point, wherein the left-side line
length of the fault point equals to the total length of the fault line/(1+β).

[0017] With the implementation of the invention, full parameters of an element such as an electric line and a transformer,
etc. and full parameters of a fault resistance and a power generator and its control system can be identified by the fault
recording data. The invention can obtain full parameters of a fault element and also a non-fault element, and the pa-
rameters precision would be increased from the current 20% to less than 1%, and the fault location precision would be
increased from 20% to 0.1%.

BRIEF DISCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

Fig.1 is a flow chart of a method for identifying full parameters of an electric element by fault recording data according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig.2 is a flow char of data processing steps as shown in Fig1;
Fig.3a and Fig.3b are schematic diagrams of a fault line and its equivalent circuit respectively;
Fig.4a and Fig.4b are schematic diagrams of a non-fault line and its equivalent circuit respectively;
Fig.5a and Fig.5b are schematic diagrams of a non-fault double coil transformer and its equivalent circuit respectively;
Fig.6a and Fig.6b are schematic diagrams of a non-fault three-coil transformer and its equivalent circuit respectively;
Fig.7a and Fig.7b are an intermediate vector diagram of a non-fault power generator and a schematic diagram of
the voltage/current of the generator terminal in the positive direction.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0019] Various embodiments of the present invention will now be described in detail, and examples of said embodiments
will be shown in the drawings. It should be understood that the above embodiments described in reference to the drawing
are only intended to be illustrative and explain the present invention but not to limit the scope of the present invention.
[0020] Referring to Fig.1, it shows a method for identifying full parameters of an electric element by a fault recording
data, comprising the following steps:

S 1: inputting fault recording data related to an electric element;
S2: conducting data processing on the fault recording data, comprising: S21, transforming scale, S22, aligning time
scale of the recording data, and S23, intercepting data during the fault time;
S3: identifying full parameters of the element by the intercepted data and an differential equation of the full parameters
of the element; and
S4: outputting an identified result.

[0021] In present invention, full parameters of an element are full matrix elements of R, L and C, etc. Previously, they
are just positive or negative zero sequence parameters, regarding the mutual impedance between positive zero sequence
and negative zero sequence as zero, that is, there are only diagonal elements in the impedance matrix of the positive
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and negative zero sequence and the off-diagonal elements are zero. As the transposition line is inadequate and the
three-phase a, b, c parameterizations are inconsistent, it causes off-diagonalization of the positive and negative zero-
sequence impedance matrix. Because a plurality of additional mutual impedances shall be identified, it greatly increases
the difficulty of the identification.
for a two-port element, the sampling values and sampling times of the element left-side three-phase voltages ua1, ub1,
uc1 and a zero sequence voltage uo1, the left-side three-phase currents ia1, ib1, ic1 and a zero sequence current io1, and
the right-side three-phase voltages ua2, ub2, uc2 and a zero sequence voltage uo2, the right-side three-phase currents
ia2, ib2, ic2 and a zero sequence current io2 are inputted. The types of the sampling values and sampling times may be
data sequences or matrixes, for example: the left-side {ua1k, ub1k, uc1k, uo1k, ia1k, ib1k, ic1k, io1k, t1k} and the right-side
{ua2j, ub2j, uc2j, uo2j, ia2j, ib2j, ic2j, io2j, t2}, k=1,2,...,N, j=1,2,...,M, where k stands for the left-side sampling k, t1k stands
for the sampling time of the left-side sampling k, j stands for the right-side sampling j, t2j stands for the sampling time of
the right-side sampling j, N and M are same or different;
for a three-port element, the sampling values and sampling times of the element first-side three-phase voltages ua1, ub1,
uc1 and a zero sequence voltage uo1, the first-side three-phase currents ia1, ib1, ic1 and a zero sequence current io1, the
second-side three-phase voltages ua2, ub2, uc2 and a zero sequence voltage uo2, the second-side three-phase current
ia2, ib2, ic2 and a zero sequence current io2 and the third-side three-phase voltages ua3, ub3, uc3 and a zero sequence
voltage uo3, the third-side three-phase current ia3, ib3, ic3 and a zero sequence current io3 are inputted. And, the types
of the sampling values and sampling times may be data sequences or a matrixes, for example: the first-side {ua1k, ub1k,
uc1k, uo1k, ia1k, ib1k, ic1k, io1k, t1k}, the second-side {ua2j, ub2j, uc2j, uo2j, ia2j, ib2j, ic2j, io2j, t2j} and the third side {ua31, ub3l,
uc3l, uo3l, ia3l, ib3l, ic31, io3l, t3l}, k=1,2,...,N, j=1,2,...,M, l=1,2,...,L, where k stands for the first-side sampling k, t1k stands
for the sampling time of the first-side sampling k, j stands for the second-side sampling j, t2j stands for the sampling time
of the second-side sampling j, l stands for the third-side sampling l, t3l stands for the sampling time of the third-side
sampling l, and N, M and L may also be same or different;
[0022] Referring to Fig.2, in one embodiment, the data processing steps comprise: S21 transforming scale, S22
aligning the time scale of the recording data, S23 digital filtering, S24 re-sampling and S25 intercepting the data during
fault time.
[0023] Considering that the voltage of the two-side/three-side recording data goes through a voltage transformer PT
and the current goes through a current transformer CT , the two-side/three-side PT ratio and CT ratio may be same or
different. Generally, it needs to conduct transforming of scales (21), multiplying the voltages to their respective PT ratio,
then divided by a unified voltage value, and multiplying the current to their respective CT ratio, then divided by a unified
current value; and as the time scale of the two-side/three-side recording data are often out of synchronization, it needs
further to align the time scale. In step 22, the method for aligning the time scale is aligning the mutation time of the two-
side/three-side voltages uo1, uo2/ uo1, uo2, uo3; in step 23, according to the disclosure of CN Application No.
201210408534, the sampling frequency should meet certain requirements of a upper limit and a lower limit, but in
practice, the sampling frequency of fault recording data is often larger than the upper limit fcs of the sampling frequency,
thereby the recording data needs to be firstly low-pass-digital filtered, its cut-off frequency fc is set to be far less than
fcs; then in step 24, re-sampling is conducted with a frequency less than or equal to fcs,, and the two-side /three-side re-
sampling frequency are the same. Finally, in step 25, the recording data during fault time are intercepted and outputted,
forming the processed data corresponding to re-sampling time tk, where k stands for re-sampling time k;
for a two-port element: 

for a three-port element: 
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[0024] The differential equation can be written out according to the specialized knowledge of the power system and
can be re-written to state equations in the optimal control theory: 

where X is a state variable vector, t is time, u is a control vector, y is a output vector, A is a state matrix, and B, C and
D are matrixes or vectors; and the estimated values Â, B, C, D of the matrixes A, B, C, D can be identified according to
plenty of measurement values { uk, yk } (k=1,2,...,N) of u and y with an identification method in adaptive control theory;
and then a resistance matrix R, a inductance matrix L and a capacitance matrix C are determined according to the
relationship of A, B, C, D and the element parameters RLC for deducing the differential equation of full parameters of
the element.
[0025] The differential equation of full parameters of the electric element and the identification procedure will be
illustrated below by examples:

(1) referring to Fig.3a and Fig.3b, for the equations of full parameters of a fault line: 

Where Rabc2 =β·Rabc1, Labc2 = β·Labc1, Cabc2 = β·Cabc1, Gabc2 = β·Gabc1, 

 

^ ^ ^
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where Rabcf is determined by the fault type, and if a is connected to the ground, rbf = ∞,rcf = ∞, raf = rf ; if b is connected
to the ground, raf = ∞, rcf = ∞, rbf = rf ; if c is connected to the ground, raf = ∞, rbf = ∞, rcf = rf ; if a and b are both
connected to the ground, raf = rf1, rbf = rf2, rcf = ∞; if b and c are both connected to the ground, raf = ∞, rbf = rf1, rcf =
rf2 ;if a and c are both connected to the ground, raf = rf1, rbf = ∞, rcf = rf2 ;
where β is the ratio of the right-side line length and the left-side line length of the fault point, and rf, rf1, rf2 are transition
resistances.
If the intermediate variable uabcf, iabcf, iabc1p and iabc2p are eliminated and Eq.2 is rewritten, it can obtain the differential
equation of full parameters as type of Eq.1 and obtain expressions of matrixes of A, B, C, D and Rabc1, Labc1, C abcl
or rf1, rf2 and β. After identifying A, B, C, D, the parameters of β, rf or rf1, rf2 and Rabc1, Labc1, Cabc1 can be identified
together consequently; wherein line parameters Rabc= Rabc1+ Rabc2, Labc= Labc1+ Labc2, Cabc=(Cabc1+ Cabc2)/2 and
Gabc= (Gabc1+ Cabc2)/2.
(2) referring to Fig.4a and Fig.4b, for the differential equations of full parameters of a non-fault line at upstream of
the fault: 

where 

The intermediate variable iabcp is eliminated, Eq.3 is re-written to be as the same type of Eq.1 and with the expression
of matrixes of A, B, C, D and Rabc, Labc and Cabc. After identifying A, B, C, D, then the parameter of Rabc, Labc, Cabc
can be obtained.
Eq.2 and Eq.3 are suitable for cable lines and long and short overhead lines with high and low levels. Matrixes of
Rabc, Labc, Cabc and Gabc are full parameters of lines; if the length of a line is short (less than 300km) or the voltage
is low (less than 500k V), Gabc can be ignored; if a line is short (less than 100km) or the voltage is low (less than
200kV), Cabc and Gabc can be ignored. As compared, previously, it is considered that the line parameters of the
three-phase a, b, c are consistent, after transforming positive or negative zero sequence, the off-diagonal elements
of R120, L120, C120 are considered to be zero, and only the diagonal elements are identified, which are positive,
negative and zero sequence parameters.
(3) referring to Fig.5a and Fig.5b, for the differential equations of full parameters of a non-fault double coil transformer
at upstream of the fault: 

^ ^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^ ^
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The intermediate variable iabcp is eliminated, Eq.4 is also rewritten to be as the type of Eq.1 and with the expression
of matrixes of A, B, C, D and Rabc, Labc, Labcm and Gabc. After identifying A, B, C, D, then parameters of Rabc, Labc,
Labcm and Gabc can be obtained.
Or: the transformer three-phase parameters are consistent, and the three-phase is transformed into positive or
negative zero sequence, thereby obtaining equations: 

where 

The intermediate variable i120p is eliminated, Eq.5 is re-written to be as the same form of Eq.1 and with the expression
of matrixes of A, B, C, D and R120, L120, L120m and G120. After identifying A, B, C, D, then the parameters of r1, r0,
l1, l0, g1, g0, l1m, l0m can be obtained.
(4) referring to Fig.6a and Fig.6b, for a non-fault three-coil transformer, the transformer three-phase parameters are
consistent, the three-phase is transformed into positive or negative zero sequence, thereby obtaining the differential
equations of full parameters: 

where 

^ ^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^ ^
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The intermediate variable i120p is eliminated, Eq.6 is rewritten to be as the same type of Eq.1 and with the expression
of A, B, C, D and R1201, L1201, R1202, L1202, R1203, L1203, L120m and G120. After identifying A, B, C, D, then the
parameters of r11, r01, l11, l01, r12, r02, l12, l02, r131, r03, l13, l03, g1, g0, l1m and l0m can be obtained consequently.
Similarly, a person skilled in the art can obtain differential equations of an electric element such as a power generator
and lines of double circuits on the same tower, etc. according to the electric knowledge. And for a power generator,
the parameters of the generator and its governor and excitor can be identified after obtaining the differential equation
of its dqo coordinates and inputting the recording data of the generator terminal voltage, the current, the exciting
voltage, the current and the rotational speed of the power generator after the external fault of the generator.
(5) referring to Fig.7a and Fig.7b, for a non-fault power generator:

The step S1 of inputting fault recording data related to an electric element comprises: for a non-fault power
generator, inputting the sampling values {uak, ubk, uck iak, ibk, ick} of the generator terminal three-phase voltages
ua, ub, uc and the three-phase currents ia, ib, ic, and inputting the sampling values {ω0k, ωk, δk, ufk, ifk} of the
angular frequency ω0 of the power grid, the rotational speed ω of the power generator, the power angle δ, the
exciting voltage uf and the exciting current if and the sampling times {tk}, where k=1,2,...,N, ω0k=2πf0k, and f0k
is the power frequency period of the power grid.

[0026] The step S3 of identifying full parameters of the element by a differential equation of the full parameters of the
element comprises:

according to the differential equations of full parameters of a non-fault power generator: 

^ ^ ^ ^
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identifying the parameters of TJ, D, ld, lq, lf, lD, lQ, mad, maD, maQ, mfD, rd, rq, rf, rD, rQ, Tg, kg, Ta, ka, Te and Tw and
kw or Th and kh;

wherein the values {udk, uqk, idk, iqk}of ud, uq, id, iq, k=1,2,...,N are obtained by transforming the recording data of the
three-phase voltages and the three-phase currents ia1, ib1, ic1: 

 where 

where Pm is the mechanical power, Mm is the mechanical torque, ut is terminal voltage of the power generator, Me is
the electromagnetic torque, LdfDqQ is the electrical inductance and mutual inductance matrix of stator and rotor of the
power generator, Tg is the time constant of the electro-hydraulic governor, kg is the amplification factor of the electro-
hydraulic governor, m is the valve opening, Tw is the time constant of the hydraulic turbine, kw is the work-done factor
of the hydraulic turbine, Th is the time constant of the high-pressure cylinder of the steam turbine, kh is the work-done
factor of the high-pressure cylinder of the steam turbine, Ta is the time constant of the excitation controller, Te is the time
constant of the exciting dynamo, ka is the amplification factor of the excitation controller, TJ is the rotor inertia time
constant, δ is the power angle of the power generator, ω0 is the angular speed of the power grid, ω is the angular speed
of the rotor of the generator, uf is the exciting voltage, if is the exciting current, iD is the direct-axis damping current, iQ
is the transverse-axis damping current, and D is the damping coefficient.
[0027] Wherein the third differential equation of differential equations of full parameters of the non-fault power generator
is simplified as: 
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where 

[0028] The present invention further provides a system for identifying full parameters of a power generator by a fault
recording data, comprising:

a fault recording device of the generator, used for measuring and storing fault recording data, comprising: conducting
sampling for a power frequency period f0 of a power grid, a generator terminal three-phase voltage uabc, a three-

phase current iabc, a rotational speed ω of the power generator, a power angle δ, a exciting voltage uf and a exciting

current if for obtaining corresponding sampling values; according to  and ω0=2πf0, calculating sampling

values of a accelerated speed α of a rotor and a angular frequency ω0 of the power grid; and recording and storing

sampling times and the sampling values, wherein the fault recording begins at 2 to 10 cycle waves before short
circuit and stops until the fault is removed and the rotational speed of the generator is stable;
a data processing unit, used for transforming scale and conducting digital low-pass filtering on the recording data,
and then conducting re-sampling and outputting; and
a parameter identifying unit, used for identifying full parameters of the power generator and its controlling system
by a differential equation of full parameters of the power generator and its controlling system;

wherein said data processing unit and the parameter identifying unit is able to be located in the fault recording device
or on a computer.
[0029] The present invention further provides a method for locating a line fault point with a fault recording data,
comprising the following steps:

S 1: inputting fault recording data of a line;
S2: conducting data processing on the data, comprising: S21 transforming scale, S22 aligning time scale of the
recording data, S23 conducting digital low-pass filtering, S24 re-sampling and S25 intercepting the data during the
fault time;
S3: identifying a transition resistance and the ratio β of the right-side line length and the left-side line length of the
fault point with the data during the fault time and a differential equation of full parameters of the fault line;
Wherein said differential equations of the full parameters are: 
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where Rabc2 = β·Rabc1, Labc1 = β·Labc1, Cabc2 = β·Cabc1, 

where Rabcf is determined by the fault type, and if a is connected to the ground, rbf = ∞,rcf = ∞,raf = rf ; if b is connected
to the ground, raf = ∞, rcf = ∞, rbf = rf ; if c is connected to the ground, raf = ∞, rbf = ∞, rcf = rf ; if a and b are both
connected to the ground, raf = rf1,rbf = rf2, rcf = ∞ ; if b and c are both connected to the ground, raf = ∞, rbf = rf1, rcf
= rf2 ; if a and c are both connected to the ground, raf = rf1, rbf = ∞, rcf = rf2 ; and
S4: outputting the transition resistances rf or rf1 and rf2 and the position of the fault point, wherein the left-side line
length of the fault point equals to the total length of the fault line/(1+β).

[0030] With the implementation of the invention, full parameters of an element such as an electric line and a transformer,
etc. and full parameters of a fault resistance and a power generator and its control system can be identified by the fault
recording data. The invention can obtain full parameters of a fault element and also a non-fault element, and the pa-
rameters precision would be increased from the current 20% to less than 1%, and the fault location precision would be
increased from 20% to 0.1%.
[0031] For parameters of power transmission lines, there is still no standards internationally or domestically, theoretical
parameters are adopted in Europe and America., and actual measurement parameters are adopted in China, both of
which are with larger errors. Since the power transmission line is the major element in the power grid, and whether the
parameters are accurate or not is directly relevant to computing precision for all power grids and even to a right and
wrong determination. The present invention processes fault recording data according to the theory of sampling frequency
upper and lower limits, and full parameters of lines are identified in accordance with a method in adaptive control theory.
It can not only avoid round 10% of the frequency error caused by decomposing decay component with the Fourier
decomposition, but also can identify the full parameters impedance matrix and electrical admittance matrix of the lines.
Simulation experiments show that the error between the reproduced current waveforms and the simulated waveform
≤0.01%, the parameters error ≤1%, the location error ≤ 0.1%, thereby parameters accuracy is 10 times than the traditional
method which only uses positive or negative zero sequence.
[0032] In addition, the method for identifying full parameters of an electric element by fault recording data in present
invention also has a variety of applications, and the present invention provides a method for locating a fault line, by
which the fault point of the line can accurately be located promptly.

Claims

1. A method for identifying full parameters of an electric element by a fault recording data, characterized in that,
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comprising the following steps:

S 1: inputting fault recording data related to an electric element;
S2: conducting data processing on the fault recording data, comprising: S21, transforming scale, S22, aligning
time scale of the recording data, and S23, intercepting data during the fault time;
S3: identifying full parameters of the element by the intercepted data and an differential equation of the full
parameters of the element; and
S4: outputting an identified result.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that said step S1 of inputting fault recording data related to an
electric element comprises:

for a two-port element, inputting the sampling values and sampling times of the element left-side three-phase
voltages ua1, ub1, uc1 and a zero sequence voltage uo1,the left-side three-phase currents ia1, ib1, ic1 and a zero
sequence current io1,and the right-side three-phase voltages ua2, ub2, uc2 and a zero sequence voltage uo2,the
right-side three-phase currents ia2, ib2, ic2 and a zero sequence current io2: the left-side [ua1k, ub1k, uc1b, uo1k,
ia1k, ib1k, ic1b, io1b, t1k} and the right-side {ua2j, ub2j, uc2j, uo2j, ia2j, ib2j, ic2j, io2j, t2j}, k=1,2,...,N, j=1,2,...,M;
for a three-port element, inputting the sampling values and sampling times of the element first-side three-phase
voltages ua1, ub1, uc1 and a zero sequence voltage uo1, first-side three-phase currents ia1, ib1, ic1 and a zero
sequence current io1, second-side three-phase voltagesua2, ub2, uc2 and a zero sequence voltage uo2, second-
side three-phase current ia2, ib2, ic2 and a zero sequence current io2 and third-side three-phase voltages ua3,
ub3, uc3 and a zero sequence voltage uo3, third-side three-phase current ia3, ib3, ic3 and a zero sequence current
io3: the first-side {ua1k, ub1k, uc1k, uo1k, ia1k, ib1k, ic1k, io1k, t1k}, the second-side {ua2j, ub2j, uc2j, uo2j, ia2j, ib2j, ic2j,
io2j, t2j} and the third side {ua31, ub3l, uc3l, uo3l, ia3l, ib3l, ic31, io3l, t3l}, k=1,2,...,N, j=1,2,...,M, l=1,2,...,L.

3. The method according to claim 2, characterized in that:

said step S21 of transforming scale comprises: multiplying the voltages of the two-side/three side recording
data to their respective PT ratio, then divided by a unified voltage base, and multiplying the currents to their
respective CT ratio, then divided by a unified current base;
said step S22 of aligning time scale of the recording data comprises taking a principle of aligning the mutation
time of the two-side/three-sides voltages uo1, uo2/ uo1, uo2, uo3;
said step S23 of intercepting the data during fault time comprises: only intercepting data during the fault time
period, with the data before the fault and after removal of the fault being removed.

4. The method according to claim 2, characterized in that:

inserting steps of digital filtering S23a and re-sampling S23b before the step S23;
said step of S23a comprises: determining an upper limit fcs for the sampling frequency, wherein said digital
filtering uses a low-pass filter whose the cut-off frequency fc is less than fcs for filtering the high-frequency signals
to avoid frequency mixing when conducting re-sampling;
said step of S23b comprises: conducting re-sampling on the recording data with a frequency which is less than
or equal to fcs, adopting the same re-sampling frequency for the two-side/three-side, and for the two-port element,
outputting data: 

for the three-port element, outputting data: 
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5. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that the step S3 of identifying full parameters of the element
by the intercepted data and a differential equation of the full parameters of the element comprises:

firstly writing out the differential equation of full parameters of the element and changing it into the state equations
as follows: 

Where X is a state variable vector, t is time, u is a control vector, y is a output vector, A is a state matrix, and
B,C and D are matrixes or vectors;
then identifying the estimated values A, B, C, D for the matrixes A, B, C, D; and
determining a resistance matrix R, a inductance matrix L and a capacitance matrix C according to the relationship
of A, B, C, D for deducing the differential equation of full parameters of the element and the element parameters
RLC.

6. The method according to claim 5, characterized in that:

for the differential equation of full parameters of a fault line: 

^ ^ ^ ^
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where Rabc2 = β·Rabc1, Labc2 = β·Labc1, Cabc2 = β·Cabc1, Gabc2 = β·Gabc1, 

Where Rabcf is determined by the fault type, and if a is connected to the ground, rbf = ∞ , rcf = ∞, raf = rf ; if b is
connected to the ground, raf = ∞, rcf = ∞, rbf = rf ; if c is connected to the ground, raf = ∞, rbf = ∞, rcf = rf ; if a and
b are both connected to the ground, raf = rf1, rbf = rf2, rcf = ∞ ; if b and c are both connected to the ground, raf =
∞, rbf = rf1, rcf = rf2 ; if a and c are both connected to the ground, raf = rf1, rbf = ∞, rcf = rf2 ; and
consequently identifying together the parameters of β, rf or rf1 and rf2 and the parameters of Rabc1, L abc1, C

abc1, G abc1, wherein the line parameters Rabc= Rabc1+ Rabc2, Labc= Labc1+ Labc2, Cabc=(Cabc1+ Cabc2)/2 and
Gabc= (Gabc1+ Cabc2)/2.

7. The method according to claim 5, characterized in that:

for the differential equations of full parameters of a non-fault line: 

Where 

and consequently the parameters of Rabc, Labc, Cabc are identified.
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8. The method according to claim 5, characterized in that:

for the differential equations of full parameters of a non-fault double coil transformer: 

Where 

and consequently the transformer parameters of r1, r0, l1, l0, g1, g0, l1m, l0m are identified.

9. The method according to claim 5, characterized in that:

for the differential equations of full parameters of a non-fault three coil transformer: 

Where 
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 and consequently the parameters of r11, r01, l11, l01, r12, r02, l12, l02, r131, r03, l13, l03, g1, g0, l1m and l0mare identified.

10. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that said step S1 of inputting fault recording data related to an
electric element comprises:

for a non-fault power generator, inputting the generator sampling values {uak, ubk, uck, iak, ibk, ick}of the three-
phase voltages ua, ub, uc and the three-phase currents ia, ib, ic, the sampling values {ω0k, ωk, δk, ufk, ifk} of the
angular frequency ω0 of the power grid, the rotational speed ω of the power generator, the power angle δ, the
exciting voltage uf and the exciting current if and the sampling times {tk}, where k=1,2,...,N, ω0k=2πf0k, and f0k
is the power frequency period of the power grid.

11. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that, the step S3 of identifying full parameters of the element
by the intercepted data and an differential equation of the full parameters of the element comprises:

according to the differential equations of full parameters of a non-fault power generator: 
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identifying the parameters of TJ, D, ld, lq, lf, lD, lQ, mad, maD, maQ, mfD, rd, rq, rf, rD, rQ, Tg, kg, Ta, ka, Te and Tw
and kw or Th and kh;

wherein the values {udk, uqk, idk, iqk}of ud, uq, id, iq, k=1,2,...,N are obtained by transforming the recording data of
the three-phase voltages and the three-phase currents ia1, ib1, ic1 : 

where 

Where Pm is the mechanical power, Mm is the mechanical torque, ut is terminal voltage of the power generator, Me
is the electromagnetic torque, LdfDqQ is the electrical inductance and mutual inductance matrix of stator and rotor
of the power generator, Tg is the time constant of the electro-hydraulic governor, kg is the amplification factor of the
electro-hydraulic governor, m is the valve opening, Tw is the time constant of the hydraulic turbine, kw is the work-
done factor of the hydraulic turbine, Th is the time constant of the high-pressure cylinder of the steam turbine, kh is
the work-done factor of the high-pressure cylinder of the steam turbine, Ta is the time constant of the excitation
controller, Te is the time constant of the exciting dynamo, ka is the amplification factor of the excitation controller,
TJ is the rotor inertia time constant, δ is the power angle of the power generator, ω0 is the angular speed of the
power grid, ω is the angular speed of the rotor of the generator, uf is the exciting voltage, if is the exciting current,
iD is the direct-axis damping current, iQ is the transverse-axis damping current, and D is the damping coefficient.

12. The method according to claim 11, characterized in that the third differential equation of differential equations of
full parameters of the non-fault power generator is simplified as: 
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Where 

13. A system for identifying full parameters of a power generator by a fault recording data, characterized in that,
comprising:

A fault recording device of the generator, used for measuring and storing fault recording data, comprising:

--conducting sampling for a power frequency period f0 of a power grid, a generator terminal three-phase
voltage uabc, a three-phase current iabc, a rotational speed ω of the power generator, a power angle δ, a
exciting voltage uf and a exciting current if for obtaining corresponding sampling values;

--according to  and ω0=2πf0, calculating sampling values of a accelerated speed α of a rotor and

a angular frequency ω0 of the power grid; and

--recording and storing sampling times and the sampling values, wherein the fault recording begins at 2 to
10 cycles wave before short circuit and stops until the fault is removed and the rotational speed of the
generator is stable;

a data processing unit, used for transforming scale and conducting digital low-pass filtering on the recording
data, and then conducting re-sampling and outputting; and
a parameter identifying unit, used for identifying full parameters of the power generator and its controlling system
by a differential equation of full parameters of the power generator and its controlling system;

wherein said data processing unit and the parameter identifying unit is able to be located in the fault recording device
or on a computer.

14. A method for locating a line fault point with a fault recording data, characterized in that, comprising the following
steps:

S 1: inputting fault recording data of a line;
S2: conducting data processing on the fault recording data, comprising: S21 transforming scale; S22 aligning
time scale of the recording data; S23 conducting digital low-pass filtering; S24 re-sampling; S25 intercepting
the data during the fault time;
S3: identifying a transition resistance and the ratio β of the right-side line length and the left-side line length of
the fault point with the data during the fault time and a differential equation of full parameters of the fault line;
Wherein said differential equations of the full parameters are: 
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Where Rabc2 = β·Rabc1, Labc2 = β·Labc1, Cabc2 = β·Cabc1, 

Where Rabcf is determined by the fault type, and if a is connected to the ground, rbf = ∞, rcf = ∞, raf = rf ; if b is
connected to the ground, raf = ∞, rcf = ∞, rbf = rf ; if c is connected to the ground, raf = ∞, rbf = ∞, rcf = rf ; if a and
b are both connected to the ground, raf = rf1, rbf = rf2, rcf = ∞ ; if b and c are both connected to the ground, raf =
∞, rbf = rf1, rcf = rf2 ; if a and c are both connected to the ground, raf = rf1, rbf = ∞, rcf = rf2 ; and
S4: outputting the transition resistances rf or rf1 and rf2 and the position of the fault point, wherein the left-side
line length equals to the total length of the fault line/(1+β).
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